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CASE STUDY

Diamond Light Source, the UK’s national synchrotron 
science facility with over 3,000 users, is part of the EU 
project PANData which has the purpose of advancing 
the mechanisms of collaboration between scientists 
performing their research at large scale facilities distributed 
across Europe. The processes involved include data and 
metadata sharing, remote use of large facilities and 
software and coordination of overall administration of 
the experimental process where possible; this may also 
be further extended to include access to single high value 
resources such as electron microscopes and Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance machines. The one element that 

makes the whole process much easier, or in some cases 
even possible, is a common pan-European identity 
system that provides each of the 30,000 or more 
researchers with authentication credentials.

The PANData project has adopted a Shibboleth-based 
authentication system called Umbrella, but in native 
mode this really only works for Web-based applications. 
Janet’s Moonshot technology coexists and builds on 
Shibboleth to create interactive sessions for Linux, 
Windows or Macintosh machines enabling non-Web data 
acquisition and analysis. 

Diamond Light Source

The EU PANData project will use Moonshot technology to help facilitate 
the way in which major European scientific facilities work together.

“Moonshot has 
thought beyond 
websites, and looked 
at all requirements 
in authentication – 
right down to the 
point when you 
open your laptop  
to begin work.”

 Bill Pulford, Head
 of DASC, Diamond
Light Source
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About Diamond Light Source

Located in Oxfordshire, Diamond Light Source is one of the 
UK’s largest, most important scientific facilities, and home 
to the national synchrotron, which accelerates electrons to 
near light-speed to produce high quality beams of X-rays, 
ultraviolet and infrared light.

Thousands of researchers use Diamond’s experimental 
stations, which are known as ‘beamlines’, to conduct 
experiments in a broad spectrum of disciplines including 
the studies of materials, life and environmental sciences, 
physics, and chemistry. This work now generates very 
many high profile research papers every year.

The integration of a European wide 
authentication system 

Diamond accepts research proposals from UK researchers 
on a free at point of access basis and worldwide where they 
are supported by a suitable academic grant: this creates 
a huge flow of information, from the point of submitting 
applications online for time, to performing experiments and 
viewing and evaluating data – either remotely or at the 
synchrotron itself.

Diamond therefore has complex identity management 
requirements that are currently handled using Active 
Directory Federation Services (ADFS). This, while 
providing good local functionality, is relatively inflexible 
and is not appropriate for federation of facilities outside 
the Active Directory. The most likely solution to this is 
to adopt the Umbrella pan European authentication 
system to augment the scope of the ADFS system and 
perhaps eventually replace it and thus facilitate the inter 
facility collaboration foreseen by the PANData project. 
Moonshot technology provides the important component 
to create interactive sessions actually to acquire the 
experimental data.

This authentication system seeks to resolve the problem of 
bringing together different scientific facilities each currently 
with a different authentication system, and this provides 
difficulties in administration and them reconciling their 
results. This is compounded by the service complexities 
that arise from interconnecting with different identity 
federations in Europe, and meeting the data protection 
laws of those countries. 

Moonshot implementation across Europe

Diamond is championing the inclusion of Moonshot 
technology as an important component of the PANData 
Umbrella architecture to establish an identity system 
management and authentication system encompassing 
over 30,000 scientific researchers from many countries. 

Diamond with Umbrella and Moonshot makes lighter work of the 
authentication process.
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Bill Pulford, Head of DASC (Data Acquisition and Scientific 
Computing) at Diamond is actively improving and 
extending the functionality of open source Moonshot 
technology in-house. 

He says: “In the future, our aim is to make available 
an authentication system that is simple to install and 
manage that allows single sign on to geographically 
distributed resources, both large and small across the 
scientific community.”

Moonshot is a technology that delivers on the promise 
of federated authentication for non-web applications 
or protocols. For Diamond Light Source, it has become 
the key to establishing a pan-European authentication 
system for many thousands of scientific users across 
Europe.

Find out more about Moonshot

Moonshot is a Janet initiative in partnership with the 
GÉANT project and others, to develop a single unifying 
technology for extending the benefits of federated identity 
to services beyond the web, including cloud infrastructures, 
High Performance Computing, grid infrastructures and 
other services such as email.

A pilot to explore the use of Moonshot technology is 
underway. If you would like to take part in the pilot or 
get involved in other ways, please get in touch. You can 
contact Dr John Chapman, Strategic Programmes, on  
+44 (0)1235 822346 for an informal chat, or you can contact 
Janet Service Desk on service@ja.net or 0300 300 2212.

To learn more, visit the Project Moonshot 
website: http://www.ja.net/moonshot

“In the future, the PANData and 
Moonshot aim is to make available 
an authentication system that is 
simple to install and manage and that 
allows single sign on to geographically 
distributed resources, both large and 
small, across the scientific community.” Image courtesy of Diamond Light Source
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